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Abstract

The problem of state reduction in a �nite state machine (FSM) is important to reduce the com-

plexity of a sequential circuit. In this paper, we present an e�cient algorithm for state minimization

in incompletely speci�ed state machines. This algorithm employs a tight lower bound and a fail

�rst heuristic and generates a relatively small search space from the prime compatibles. It utilizes

e�cient pruning rules to further reduce the search space and �nds a minimal closed cover. The

technique guarantees the elimination of all the redundant states in a very short execution time.

Experimental results with a large number of FSMs including the MCNC FSM benchmarks are

presented. The results are compared with other recent work in the area.

Index terms : State minimization, �nite state machines (FSM), an incompletely speci�ed state

machine (ISSM), a minimal closed cover.



1 Introduction

The removal of redundant states is important to reduce the circuit complexity in the design of

sequential circuits. In a completely speci�ed FSM with n states, a solution can be successfully

achieved in O(nlogn) time [22]. In such FSMs, the merging of equivalent states yields a unique

minimal solution [27]. A state machine where transitions under some inputs lead to unspeci�ed

states or unspeci�ed outputs is called an incompletely speci�ed �nite state machine (ISSM) [16, 23].

The state minimization problem for such a machine is, unfortunately, NP-complete [11, 30]. A

minimal solution obtained in such a case may not be unique [13]. This problem has been studied

for many years [12, 13, 27, 31, 34]. In recent years, due to the development of automated FSM

synthesis systems [1, 9, 10, 28], there has been a renewed interest in this problem [2, 17, 20, 29, 32].

In this paper, we present a new algorithm for the state minimization problem. This algorithm

constructs a search tree from prime compatibles. It e�ciently builds up a relatively small search

space by utilizing a tight lower bound derived from maximal incompatibles. E�cient pruning

criteria are developed to further prune the search space. The algorithm is capable of removing all

the redundant states in a given FSM and guarantees a minimal FSM solution. Our experiments

with practical FSMs including MCNC FSM benchmarks show that the technique is e�ective in

reducing time and memory requirements for large size FSMs. These results are compared with

recent experimental results by Kannan and Sarma [20] and by Hachtel et al. [17].

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we briey overview the previous

work in the area. Section 3 gives some basic de�nitions and notations that simplify our discussion.

In Section 4, we describe in detail an e�cient algorithm for state reduction. Experimental results

with industrial FSMs including MCNC benchmarks are illustrated in Section 5. Section 6 concludes

this paper.



2 Previous Work

Paul and Unger [27, 33] developed a general theory of ISSMs and presented a systematic approach

for generating maximum compatibles and minimal closed covers. Since then many researchers

have studied the reduction of this enumerative tabular procedure proposed by Paul and Unger.

Grasselli and Luccio [13] solved the binate covering (i.e., state minimization) problem by an integer

linear programming approach. Luccio [24] further extended the de�nition of prime compatibility

classes in order to simplify the procedure. The chain generating method developed by Meisel [25]

generates all the paths and chains unconditionally. This leads to an unacceptably large search space

in case a machine has a large number of prime compatibles. De Sarkar et al. [8] derived all the

irredundant prime closed sets and chose the minimal one that covers the machine. This method

becomes ine�cient when a large number of irredundant prime closed sets exists.

Kella [21] proposed a method that avoids the generation of complete set of maximal compatibles

by adding new states recursively. This method generates all possible reduced machines so that no

machine with fewer states is overlooked. House et al. [19] and Curtis [7] developed reduction rules

to reduce the size of a covering-closure (CC) table proposed by Grasseli and Luccio. Bennetts [3]

developed a method of deriving prime compatibles and corresponding implications without deriving

the maximal compatibles. Pager [26] proposed a method that dealt with only a very special class

of FSMs, i.e., where a minimal closed cover can be derived from maximal compatibles only. Yang's

method [35] eliminates all the implication unrelated and superseded compatibles which substantially

reduces the number of compatibles under consideration. His method does not guarantee that at

least one minimal closed cover can be derived from the remaining set of compatibles [31]. Biswas

proposed a technique [4] based on implication trees. The approach is suitable for small FSMs,

where the minimal closed cover contains at least one maximal compatible. Biswas later modi�ed

this method to account for machines where none of solutions contain a maximal compatible [5].

Rao and Biswas [31] applied some deletion rules to the set of compatible classes and obtained a



relatively small set of symbolic compatibles. A minimal solution was then obtained from these

symbolic compatibles.

Perkowski and Nguyen [29] gave a backtracking algorithm that checks partially generated so-

lutions using dynamic rules. This algorithm employs optimum variant to �nd the optimality of

the solutions. For large size FSMs, the method requires excessive computing time. Avedillo et al.

[2] derived a reduced FSM by applying a sequence of transformations to internal states in a given

FSM. Kannan and Sarma [20] proposed a simple heuristic algorithm to �nd a minimal closed cover.

Their approach yields a suboptimal solution in some cases but su�ers from excessive computing

time in case of large FSMs. Recently Hachtel et al. described the exact and heuristic algorithms

for minimizing incompletely speci�ed �nite state machines which yield optimal results in most of

the cases.

Following Meisel's approach [25] in generating a search tree, our algorithm employs a tight

lower bound and an ordered generating sequence to create a smaller search space. E�cient pruning

criteria are developed to further reduce the search space. Compared to Perkowski's backtracking

algorithm [29] which employs optimum variant to prove the optimality, in our algorithm, the �rst

path on the search tree satisfying the covering and closure constraints is guaranteed to be a minimal

FSM solution.

3 Preliminaries

The external behavior of an FSM can be described by a state transition graph (STG). An STG can

be represented by a ow table or a cube table. The ow table representation is a two dimensional

array where columns correspond to the input states and rows correspond to the internal states.

The entries are ordered pairs representing the next internal state and the output. In a cube table

representation (e.g., MCNC FSM benchmarks), each row corresponds to a transition edge of the

STG. Thus each entry speci�es an input, the present state, the next state and the output. Each



Table 1: The Flow Table of FSM Example ungerex.

Present State I0 I1 I2 I2

a b/0 d/0 -/0 g/-
b c/0 e/0 -/0 -/-
c a/0 f/0 -/0 -/-
d -/- b/1 -/1 a/-
e -/- -/- -/1 c/0
f b/1 -/- -/1 -/-
g -/0 -/1 h/- -/-
h -/1 -/0 i/- -/-
i -/1 -/1 -/- a/1

nontrivial entry of a ow table can be mapped as a corresponding entry in the cube table. In the

following discussion, we will use a simple state machine example to illustrate our algorithm. The

ow table of the FSM example ungerex is shown in Table 1 [33].

For a �nite state machineM with n states, let Ci denote the ith compatible class and let S =

fC1,C2, : : : g denote a set of compatible classes. Following basic notations in [23, 24, 33], we now

give some basic de�nitions.

De�nition 1 : States p and q are compatible, if and only if, for every possible input

sequence applicable to p and q, the same output sequence is produced, regardless of

whether p or q is an initial state. If the output sequences di�er, then p and q are called

incompatible.

De�nition 2 : A set of states Q are compatible, if and only if, for every possible input

sequence, no two conicting output sequences will be produced, regardless of which state

is the initial state.

De�nition 3 : A compatible class Ci covers compatible class Cj, if and only if, every

state contained in Cj is also contained in Ci.

De�nition 4 : A compatible class is said to be maximal if it is not covered by any other

compatible class. Similarly, an incompatible class is said to be maximal, or a maximal



Table 2: Prime Compatibles and Corresponding Closure Classes.

Ci �(Ci)

hfe ;
ifd ;
ged ba, df, bc, ef, ac
fed ba, bc, ac
cba fed
gd ;
ge ;
ba df, bc, de, ca, ef
ca bc, de, ef, ba, fd
cb ba, df, de, ac, fe
a ;
b ;
c ;

incompatible (MI), if it is not covered by any other incompatible class.

In the FSM example ungerex, there are �ve maximal compatibles, i.e., fhfe, ifd, ged, fed, cbag,

and twelve maximal incompatibles, i.e., fihgc, gfc, iec, hdc, ihgb, gfb, ieb, hdb, ihga, gfa, iea, hdag.

De�nition 5 : Under input i, a set of states Q implies another set of states R, if R is

a set of next states for Q. If Q is a compatible, then R is called an implied compatible

of Q under input i.

De�nition 6 : A closure class of compatibleCi, denoted as �(Ci), is a set of the implied

compatibles of Ci such that

1. each implied compatible has more than one state,

2. each implied compatible is not contained in Ci, and

3. each implied compatible is not contained in any other member of the closure class.

A closure class is obtained by the repeated application of implication transitivity for all

inputs.



De�nition 7 : A compatible class Ci is said to be prime if there exists no other

compatible class Cj such that

1. Cj covers Ci, and

2. every member of closure class �(Cj) is contained in at least one member of closure

class �(Ci).

For the FSM example ungerex, the prime compatibles and their corresponding closure classes are

shown in Table 2.

De�nition 8 : A compatible Ci in a set of compatibles S is said to be unimplied if

neither Ci nor any of its subsets are implied by any member of S.

De�nition 9 : An extended closure class of S, denoted as �(S), is a set of the implied

compatibles of S such that

1. each implied compatible has more than one state,

2. each implied compatible is not contained in any compatible of S, and

3. each implied compatible is not contained in any other member of the extended closure

class.

An extended closure class is obtained by the repeated application of implication transi-

tivity for all inputs.

De�nition 10 : A set of compatibles Sj dominates (�) another set of compatibles Si,

if every compatible of Si is contained in at least one compatible of Sj .

In the FSM example, set S1 = fifd, hfe, ged, ag and set S2 = fifd, hfe, ged, cbag have the extended

closure class �(S1) = ; and �(S2) = ffedg, respectively.

The set of compatibles S2 dominates another set of compatibles S1, i.e., S1 � S2, since every

member of S1 is contained in at least one member of S2.

De�nition 11 : A set of compatibles covers machineM if it contains all the states of

the machine.



The weight of S, denoted as w(S), is the number of distinct internal states covered

by compatibles in S. If S covers the machineM, then w(S) is equal to n.

De�nition 12 : A set of compatibles is closed if for every compatible contained in the

set, all its implied compatibles are also contained in the same set. The extended closure

class of a closed set of compatibles S is empty, i.e., �(S) = ;.

For example, the set of compatibles S = fifd,hfe,ged,cbag covers FSM example ungerex, since every

state of ungerex is covered by at least one of the compatibles in S. Thus, the weight of set S, i.e.,

w(S) = 9.

The extended closure class of the set S = fifd, hfe, ged, cba, fedg is empty, i.e., �(S) = ;. Thus,

the set of compatibles S is closed.

De�nition 13 : A set of k compatibles S is called a minimal closed cover if and only

if S satis�es

1. Covering condition : S covers the machineM, i.e., w(S) = n.

2. Closure condition : S is closed, i.e., �(S) = ; .

3. Minimal condition : A set of k � 1 or less compatibles does not satisfy both covering

condition and covering condition.

A minimal closed cover is a minimal FSM solution, i.e., a reduced FSM.

In FSM example ungerex, S = fifd, hfe, ged, cba, fedg is a minimal closed cover, since it satis�es

the covering condition, the closure condition, and the minimal condition.

The goal of state minimization is to �nd an equivalent FSM, i.e., a minimal closed cover, that

simulates the given external behavior with a reduced number of states. The state minimization

process normally consists of the following steps :

� Detection of redundant states which can be merged, producing pairwise compatibles.

� Derivation of prime compatibles from pairwise compatibles (in case of completely speci�ed



FSMs the solution can be found from maximal compatibles only).

� Selection of a set of compatibles from prime compatibles which satis�es the covering constraint,

the closure constraint and the minimal constraint.

� Ensuring that the functional behavior of the reduced FSM is equivalent to the original one.

4 An E�cient Algorithm for Finding a Minimal FSM

The algorithm starts by generating all pairwise compatibles and incompatibles [23] from FSM cube

table representation (e.g., the KISS format [36]). We employ Bennetts's approach [3] to derive

compatible classes directly from the list of pairwise compatibles. Some of the compatible classes are

then removed by utilizing Luccio's deletion rules [24]. The remaining compatible classes are called

prime compatibles, which are used to generate the search tree.

In the following discussion, we will describe the lower bound on the number of states in a reduced

FSM, the generating sequence for the construction of the search tree, search tree generation and

pruning, and the algorithm to search for a minimal FSM solution.

4.1 Lower Bound

A set of k incompatible states q1; q2; : : : ; qk must be covered by k compatible classes, since a single

compatible class can not cover two incompatible states. Also, the compatibles in a minimal closed

cover must cover all the internal states of the given FSM. Hence, a maximal incompatible (MI)

containing maximum number of states determines the limit to further state reduction. The lower

bound 1 on the size of the reduced FSM, denoted as 
, is equal to the number of states contained in

a maximal incompatible with the maximum number of states. The maximum incompatibles (i.e.,

maximal cliques) are derived from the incompatibility graph using Carraghan's maximal clique

1This lower bound does not account for the closure constraint and thus in some cases, a closed covering of this

minimal size may not be possible.



algorithm [6].

Example : In FSM example ungerex, there are three maximal incompatibles having maximum

number of states, i.e., ihgc, ihgb, and ihga. This implies that the maximum number of states in a

maximal incompatible is 4. Thus, the lower bound 
 on the size of the minimal closed cover is 4.

4.2 Generating Sequence

4.2.1 Selecting a Maximal Incompatible as Generating sequence

A generating sequence is an ordered sequence of states in a maximal incompatible that contains

the maximum number of states and generates a minimum number of nodes in the search tree. The

generating sequence, denoted as s1,s2,s3 : : : s
, is used to determine the priority of the levels of the

search tree. Each level l corresponds to a state sl in the generating sequence. The nodes at level l

of the search tree are decided by the prime compatibles which cover the state sl in the generating

sequence.

The weight of a state qj, denoted as w(qj), in a maximal incompatible is equal to the number

of prime compatibles covering state qj. The total number of nodes which is also referred to as the

weight of maximal incompatible (MI), denoted as w(MI), equals
jMIjY

j=1

w(qj).

It is possible that the number of states in more than one maximal incompatible equals the lower

bound 
. In such a case, the maximal incompatible having the least weight w(MI) (generating

the minimum number of nodes) is chosen as the generating sequence. If the weights of two or more

maximal incompatibles are the same, then the ties are broken arbitrarily and any one of them is

chosen as the generating sequence.

Example : For FSM example ungerex, the maximal incompatibles having maximum number of

states, and their corresponding total number of nodes are shown in Table 3. Three maximal incom-

patibles, i.e., ihgc, ihgb, and ihga, can be chosen as the generating sequence. Each will generate

equal number of nodes, i.e., 12. In such a case an arbitrary choice is made and the maximal



Table 3: Maximal Incompatibles Having Maximum Number of States.

Maximal Incompatible (MI) Weight of Each State w(qj) Weight w(MI)

ihgc w(i) = 1; w(h) = 1; w(g) = 3; w(c) = 4 12
ihgb w(i) = 1; w(h) = 1; w(g) = 3; w(b) = 4 12
ihga w(i) = 1; w(h) = 1; w(g) = 3; w(a) = 4 12

compatible ihga is chosen as the generating sequence.

4.2.2 Ordering States in the Generating Sequence

Pruning is more e�ective at a higher level than at a lower level of a search tree. Thus, the states of

the generating sequence are ordered ascendingly in terms of their weights, so that a node with fewer

children nodes is selected �rst to construct the search tree (fail-�rst heuristic [14, 15, 18]). If two

states in the ordered generating sequence have equal weights and if the second state has a higher

chance of pruning the nodes, then we interchange their order. In most instances, the swapping of

the order results in a substantial reduction in the number of nodes in the search tree.

Example : For FSM example ungerex, weight of states in the generating sequence ihga are

w(i) = w(h) = 1, w(g) = 3, w(a) = 4.

State i being least in weight is ordered at �rst position, followed by state h, state g, and state a in

that order. States i and h have equal weights, i.e., 1. But none of them can prune the nodes, since

each generates only one node, i.e., ifd and hfe, respectively. Thus, the order of state i and state h

remains unchanged. The ordered generating sequence for FSM example ungerex is ihga.

The obtained sequence of state variables in the maximal incompatible is called an ordered gen-

erating sequence (OGS), denoted as s1s2s3 : : : ; s
. The algorithm generate_sequence, shown in

Figure 1, takes the set of maximal incompatibles and the set of prime compatibles as inputs and

produces an ordered generating sequence.



Input : A set of maximal incompatibles.

: A set of prime compatibles.
Output : An ordered generating sequence (OGS).

Procedure generate_sequence( ) f

�nd the lower bound 
 on the size of the reduced FSM ;
for each maximal incompatible MI with number of states equal to 
 f
compute the weight of each state w(qj) in MI ;

compute the weight of MI as w(MI)=

Y

j=1

w(qj) ;

g

�nd a maximal incompatible (MI) having 
 states and minimum weight w(MI);
sort the states of this maximal incompatible in the ascending order of their weights ;
if two states qi and qj have equal weights f

/* compare the chances of qi and qj to prune the nodes */

�nd the sets of prime compatibles Pi and Pj containing states qi and qj ;
assign weights to Pi and Pj, equal to the number of prime compatibles,

that are contained in the rest of their members ;

if the �rst weight is larger
then interchange the order of state qi and state qj ;

g
return the states of ordered maximal incompatible MI

as the states of OGS (s1s2s3 : : : s
) ;
g

Figure 1: The Algorithm to Derive an Ordered Generating Sequence (OGS).



4.3 The Search Tree Generation

In this section we describe the search tree generation process. The search tree is constructed in

order to �nd a minimal solution. The ordered generating sequence and the lower bound on the size

of a reduced FSM are used to generate the search tree. In the rest of the paper, let:

� a node on the search tree represent a compatible. The kth node on level l is denoted by nl;k.

� a path on the search tree represent a set of compatibles. A path consisting of l nodes (from

root node to the kth node on level l) is denoted by pathl;k.

Nodes in the search tree are comprised of prime compatibles. The search tree is generated level by

level in terms of the ordered generating sequence (s1s2s3 : : : s
), where w(s1) � w(s2) � : : : � w(s
).

There are 
 states in the generating sequence and each state sl is associated with the corresponding

level l of the search tree. A search tree generated by such a method has fewer children nodes

attached to a node at the higher levels than at the lower ones, facilitating e�cient pruning. The

tree generation process starts at root level (l = 0). Each node at the current level l is expanded to

the next lower (l+1) level by choosing prime compatibles covering the state sl+1 of the generating

sequence as its children. The nodes are expanded level by level until all 
 state variables in the

generating sequence are used. Thus, each node at level 
 spans a path from the root node consisting

of exactly 
 compatibles.

Example : For FSM example ungerex, the generating sequence derived in the previous section

was ihga. Thus, state i, state h, state g, and state a of the generating sequence is associated with

the �rst, the second, the third, and the fourth level of the search tree, respectively. The prime

compatibles containing state i, state h, state g, and state a are shown in Table 4.

We start with an empty node at root level (l=0). There is only one node at the �rst and the

second level of the search tree, namely ifd and hfe. There are three nodes, i.e., ged, gd, and ge

at the third level. Each of these nodes will have four children nodes, i.e., cba, ba, ca, and a at

the fourth level. Thus, in total there are 12 nodes at the fourth level of the search tree. The tree
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Figure 2: A Search Tree for the FSM example ungerex.

Table 4: Prime Compatibles Containing the States in the Generating Sequence.

si : ith State in OGS Prime Compatibles Containing State si

i ifd

h hfe

g ged, gd, ge
a cba, ba, ca, a
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Figure 3: Pruning a Node in the Search Tree.

generation process stops as the four states in the generating sequence, i.e., i, h, g, and a have been

used. The search tree generation process for this machine ungerex is illustrated in Figure 2.

In the following discussion we present the rules for search tree pruning.

4.4 The Pruning Criterion

The search space generated by the tree generation process described in the previous section can

be relatively large in case of a large FSM. In this section we describe the pruning criterion used

to reduce the search space. Some redundant nodes in the search tree can be deleted by comparing

subsets of compatibles. The pruning rules ensure that covering condition and closure condition of

a deleted node are covered by some other nodes.

Let Sr = fC1; C2; : : : ; Cr�1; Crg be a set of compatibles, which is shown in Figure 3 as pathl;r.

Assume that the end node Cr of pathl;r has two children nodes Ci and Cj. The compatible sets Si

(fC1; C2; : : : ; Cr�1; Cr; Cig) and Sj (fC1; C2; : : : ; Cr�1; Cr; Cjg) form pathl+1;i and pathl+1;j, respec-

tively. Node Ci deletes Cj with respect to the compatible set Sr if all the conditions in either of the

following two rules are satis�ed.



Rule 1 :

Condition 1.1 : Ci covers all the states contained in Cj, i.e., Cj � Ci.

Condition 1.2 : The extended closure class of Sj dominates the extended closure class

of Si.

i.e., �(Si) � �(Sj)

�(Sr [ Ci) � �(Sr [ Cj)

so, �(Ci) � �(Sr [ Cj) [ Sr .

Proof : Let S be a set of compatibles containing all the compatibles in Sj, i.e.,

fSrg [ Cj � S. Assume that S is a minimal closed cover, i.e., weight w(S) = n

and the extended closure class �(S) = ; (De�nition 13). If Cj in S is replaced by a

compatible class Ci such that Cj � Ci (Condition 1.1), then the covering condition of S

will not be a�ected, i.e., w(fSnCjg2 [Ci) = n. If each member of the extended closure

class of fSrg [ Ci is contained in at least one member of the extended closure class of

fSrg[Cj, i.e., �(Si) � �(Sj) (Condition 1.2), then replacing Cj by Ci will not a�ect the

closure condition of S, i.e., �(fSnCjg[Ci) remains empty. The number of compatibles

in S remains unchanged if Ci is replaced by Cj, thus the minimal condition will not be

a�ected. In summary, compatible Cj can be deleted without a�ecting the chances of

�nding the minimal closed cover, if both Condition 1.1 and Condition 1.2 are satis�ed.

Rule 2 :

Condition 2.1 : If Ci does not cover all the states in Cj then these uncovered states

should be covered by the set of compatibles Sr (i.e., pathl;r).

Condition 2.2 : Cj is an unimplied compatible.

Condition 2.3 : The extended closure class of Sj dominates the extended closure class

set of Si.

2SnCj is the set of compatibles obtained by removing compatible Cj from compatibles in S.



i.e., �(Si) � �(Sj).

Proof : Let S be the set of compatibles containing all the compatibles in Sj , i.e.,

fSrg [ Cj � S. Assume that S is a minimal closed cover, i.e., w(S) = n and �(S) = ;

(De�nition 13). If Cj in S is replaced by a compatible class Ci such that all the states

of Cj not covered by Ci are covered by Sr (Condition 2.1), then Si covers the same

states as Sj . This ensures that the covering condition of S will not be a�ected, i.e.,

w(fSnCjg[Ci) = n. If the extended closure class of fSnCjg contains Cj (or its subset)

as its member, then replacing Cj by Ci may a�ect the closure condition of S, i.e., the

extended closure class �(S) may no longer be empty. Compatible Cj being unimplied

(Condition 2.2) ensures that neither Cj nor any of its subsets are implied by any of the

prime compatibles (De�nition 8). Thus, Condition 2.2 ensures that closure condition

�(S) = ; will not be violated. Also, if each member of the closure class of the set of

compatibles fSrg [Ci is contained in at least one member of closure class of fSrg [Cj ,

i.e., �(Si) � �(Sj) (Condition 2.3), then replacing Cj in S by Ci will not a�ect the

closure condition of S, i.e., �(fSnCjg[Ci) remains empty. The number of compatibles

in S remains unchanged when replacing Ci by Cj. Thus, the minimal condition will

also be una�ected. This implies that compatible Cj can be deleted from the search tree

without a�ecting the chances of �nding the minimal closed cover, if conditions 2.1, 2.2,

and 2.3 are satis�ed.

The pruning is carried out in conjunction with tree generation described in the previous section.

When a node is expanded to the next level, its children are tested for the pruning criterion. Those

satisfying the pruning criterion are deleted from the search tree. The search tree generation and

pruning algorithm is shown in Figure 4. Procedure tree generation takes the ordered generating

sequence and the set of prime compatibles as its input and generates a search tree with its depth

equal to 
.

Example : In the search tree shown in Figure 2, consider the children nodes of node hfe at the



Input : A set of prime compatibles .
: An ordered generating sequence (s1; s2; s3; : : : s
).

Output : A search tree with its depth equal to 
.

Procedure tree_generation( ) f
initialize the root node ;
while level l is less than the lower bound 
 f

expand each node at level l to level l + 1 by choosing
prime compatibles covering the state sl+1 as its children nodes ;

prune the children of each node at level l ;
increment l to level l+1 ;

g
return the search tree

g

Figure 4: The Algorithm for Search Tree Generation and Pruning.

second level, namely ged, gd, and ge. Node gd can delete node ge with respect to the path consisting

of nodes ifd and hfe because it satis�es all the conditions of pruning rule 2 as explained below.

1. State e of compatible ge is not covered by gd, but is already covered by hfe (the parent node),

thereby satisfying Condition 2.1.

2. The compatible ge is unimplied. Thus Condition 2.2 is satis�ed.

3. Extended closure class �(ifd; hfe; ge) and �(ifd; hfe; gd) are empty. They satisfy Condition

2.3.

Similarly, node a at the fourth level (i.e., a child of compatible ged at level 3) is also deleted. The

deleted nodes are marked with � symbol in the search tree (Figure 2). In the following section we

describe an algorithm that �nds a minimal closed cover satisfying covering and closure constraints.



4.5 Searching for a Minimal FSM Solution

A path in the search tree is a minimal FSM solution if it satis�es the closure condition, the covering

condition, and the minimal condition (De�nition 13). An e�cient heuristic that is able to further

reduce the search e�ort is to rank the weights for nodes at the same level of the search tree. The

weight of a node is the number of distinct states covered by compatibles on its path. To gain search

e�ciency, a node having a larger weight is expanded before a node having a smaller weight (again,

fail-�rst heuristic [15, 18]). This heuristic increases the chances of �nding a minimal solution at an

earlier stage of the search and eliminates the redundant computational e�ort of expanding the rest

of the nodes.

For each node at level 
, denoted as n
;k, the algorithm tests each path
;k for covering and

closure conditions. If the path satis�es both constraints, then the compatibles on the path form a

closed covering. If the path does not satisfy either constraint, then node n
;k is expanded to the

next level. path
;k and its children are then tested for a minimal solution. If the new path satis�es

the covering and closure conditions the algorithm stops and returns compatibles on the path as a

minimal closed cover. A node is expanded to the next level as follows.

The covering condition can be satis�ed by adding prime compatibles (i.e., children nodes at

level 
 + 1) which cover an uncovered state in path
;k. The closure condition can be satis�ed by

adding prime compatibles (i.e., children nodes at level 
+1) which cover a member of the extended

closure class of compatibles on path
;k. If path
;k has more than one uncovered states, the rest of

them are covered in the subsequent levels. Similarly, if the extended closure class has more than

one member, the rest of them are covered in the subsequent levels. The nodes at lower levels can

be expanded in a similar way. If none of the nodes at level 
 + 1 satisfy the constraints, then each

node n
+1;k at level 
 + 1 is expanded to next lower level and its children are tested for a minimal

solution. This process of expanding the nodes and testing the children is continued until a path

satisfying the covering and closure conditions is found.



Table 5: Paths and Constraints at the Fourth Level of Search Tree (FSM Example).

path
;k States Covered by Sk �(Sk)
(Path of Compatibles at Level 
) (Covering Condition) (Closure Condition)

ifd, hfe, ged, cba abcdefghi fed
ifd, hfe, gd, cba abcdefghi fed
ifd, hfe, ged, ba abdefghi bc, ac
ifd, hfe, ged, ca acdefghi bc, ba
ifd, hfe, gd, ba abdefghi bc, ca
ifd, hfe, gd, ca acdefghi bc,ba
ifd, hfe, gd, a adefghi ;

Proposition : A set of compatibles on the �rst path that satis�es covering and closure

constraints also satisfy minimal constraint.

Proof : A path having k compatibles forms a minimal closed cover, if it satis�es covering

and closure conditions and if there is no closed covering of k � 1 or less compatibles. In

the search for a minimal solution, a node at level l is expanded to next l+1 level if and

only if none of paths at level l satisfy the closure and covering constraints. Thus we test

a path having k compatibles for a minimal solution only after we have tested all the

paths having k� 1 or less compatibles. This guarantees that the �rst path that satis�es

both the covering and the closure constraint will also satisfy the minimal constraint.

The procedure search_minimal_solution, illustrated in Figure 5, takes the set of prime compat-

ibles and the nodes generated by the tree_generation algorithm. It �nds a minimal FSM solution, or

proves that no solution exists. A complete path obtained from the procedure search_minimal_solution

is a minimal FSM solution of the given state machine M. Each node on the complete path is a

compatible and contains states that can be merged together. So, the number of states in the reduced

state machine equals the number of nodes on the solution path.

Example : Figure 2 shows the search tree for the FSM example. The paths of nodes at the fourth

level, i.e., path
;k are shown in Table 5, where Sk denote the set of compatibles on path
;k. The



Input : A set of prime compatibles.

: Nodes at level 
 : n
;k (k = 1; 2; : : : ; jn
j).
Output : A minimal FSM solution.

Procedure search_minimal_solution( ) f

for each node n
;k (k = 1; 2; : : : ; jn
j) f /* test nodes at level 
 */
Sk = compatibles on path
;k ;
if Sk is a closed covering (solution found)

return path
;k ; stop and quit;

g
start from level l = 
 ;
while no solution f
sort nodes at level l in the ascending order of their weights ;

for each node nl;k (k = 1; 2; : : : ; jnlj) f
Sk = compatibles on pathl;k ;
if Sk satis�es covering condition f

if Sk satis�es closure condition (solution found)
return pathl;k ; stop and quit;

else f /* if closure condition not satis�ed, try to satisfy it at next level */
expand node nl;k to level l + 1 ;

prune the children nodes ;
if path of the children satisfy both constraints (solution found)

return the pathl;k and the child ; stop and quit;
g

g
else f/* if covering condition not satis�ed, try to satisfy it at next level */
expand node nl;k to level l+ 1 ;
prune the children nodes ;

if path of the children satisfy both constraints (solution found)
return the pathl;k and the child ; stop and quit;

g

g /* for loop */
increment l to level l+1 ;

g /* while loop */
g

Figure 5: The Algorithm to Find a Minimal FSM Solution.



Table 6: The Reduced FSM of the Example State Machine ungerex.

Present state I0 I1 I2 I2

A B/1 B/1 -/1 B/0
B B/1 A/0 -/0 C/-
C -/0 B/1 D/1 B/0
D B/1 -/0 E/1 B/0
E B/1 B/1 -/1 B/1

nodes are arranged in the descending order of their weights w(Sk). Each path
;k in Table 5 is then

tested for a minimal solution. None of them satis�es both covering and closure constraints. The

uncovered states and the extended closure class �(Sk) on each path are shown in the Table. Since

path
;1, i.e., S1 = fifd; hfe; ged; cbag, satis�es the covering constraint, it covers all the states in

ungerex (w(S1) = 9). The extended closure class of S1 is not empty and it contains a compatible

fed. Thus, we expand the �rst node at level four to level �ve, to satisfy the closure condition. This

requires supplementing path
;1 with compatible fed. Subsequently, we test the path of child fed,

i.e., fS1g[(fed) = fifd; hfe; ged; cba; fedg for a minimal solution. This new path satis�es both

covering condition and closure condition. It is therefore a minimal closed covering path as shown

in the highlighted lines in Figure 2. Compatibles fifd; hfe; ged; cba; fedg form a minimal closed

cover for FSM example ungerex. The reduced state machine is derived by merging states f, e, d

into state A, states c, b, a into state B, states g, e, d into state C, states h, f, e into state D, and

states i, f, d into state E, as shown in Table 6.

5 Experimental Results

We have tested a large number of FSMs for state minimization. Majority of the FSMs tested

were from MCNC FSM benchmark set [36]. All experiments were performed on a SUN SPARC 1+

workstation. We have compared our results with recent state minimization results from Kannan and

Sarma [20] (experiments performed on a SUN 3/60 machine) and Hachtel et al. [17] (experiments



performed on a DEC 3100 machine).

Table 7 illustrates the experimental results. In Table 7 the second, third, and fourth columns

show the number of inputs NI , number of outputs NO, and number of states NS in the benchmark

FSMs. The �fth column and sixth column show the lower bound LB and the memory reduction

MR obtained using our algorithm. The last several columns give the number of states in the re-

duced FSM, NS(R), and the corresponding execution time (seconds), obtained using our algorithm,

Kannan et al.'s algorithm, and Hachtel et al.'s algorithm.

It was observed from Table 7 that approximately half the MCNC benchmarks do not have any

compatible state and thus could not be reduced. FSMs whose number of states were reduced have

been underlined in Table 5. In four of the MCNC FSMs, i.e., don�le, modulo12, s1a, s8, all the

states were compatible and thus they were merely reduced to one state machine. The execution

times required to reduce the FSMs, of which all or none of the states are compatible, were negligible.

For all except nine FSM benchmarks that are marked * , the lower bound LB on the size of reduced

FSM was the same as the number of states in the reduced state machine obtained from maximal

compatibles only. In such a case prime compatibles were not required. The maximal compatibles

(i.e., cliques in merger graph) were derived using Unger's implication table [33].

Statistics regarding the memory space reduction was directly obtained from the percentage

reduction in number of nodes in the search tree due to pruning. The average memory space reduction

increases with the size of search tree. For MCNC FSM benchmark scf having 121 states, a memory

reduction of 89% was achieved, and an optimal solution was obtained in 0.99 CPU seconds. In

comparison, for the same machine, it took Kannan et al.'s algorithm 998 seconds to obtain a

solution (on a SUN 3/60). Also, Kannan et al.'s algorithm does not guarantee an optimal solution

and requires a large amount of time for all the benchmark FSMs.

Our algorithm compares favourably with Hachtel et al.'s exact and heuristic algorithms. It

produced optimal results for all examples in a lesser time for almost all cases. For FSMs scf and

tbk, it took our algorithm 0.99 and 1.64 seconds, as compared to 1.75 and 4.60 seconds with Hachtel



et al.'s algorithm (on a DEC3100). In these two cases, only one maximal incompatible having

maximumnumber of states (maximal clique) was derived to obtain the ordered generating sequence.

Due to e�cient pruning criterion, the reduction of FSMs with our approach is accompanied by a

substantial memory reduction for all large examples. For example, for nontrivial FSMs scf and

tbk, memory reduction of 89% and 99% were achieved.

6 Conclusion

An e�cient algorithm to search for the minimal closed covers in sequential machines is presented.

This algorithm eliminates all the redundant states in a given state machine and guarantees to

produce an optimal solution for a reduced FSM. This performance is achieved because of the

application of fail-�rst heuristics in search tree level and nodal ordering and taking advantage of

e�cient search space pruning criterion in search tree generation and in the search process.
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Table 7: State Reduction Results with Benchmark FSMs.

FSM FSM Speci�cations Our Method Kannan et al.. [20] Hachtel et al.. [17]
Name NI NO NS LB MR NS(R) Time NS(R) Time NS(R) Time

bbara 4 2 10 7 { 7 0.00 7 2.00 7 0.02
bbsse 7 7 16 13 { 13 0.02 x x 13 0.09
bbtas 2 2 6 6 { 6 0.00 6 0.05 x x
beecount 3 4 7 4 11% 4 0.01 4 1.00 4 0.02
cse 7 7 16 16 { 16 0.01 16 0.73 x x
dk14 3 5 7 7 { 7 0.01 7 0.12 x x
dk15 3 5 4 4 { 4 0.01 4 0.10 x x
dk16 2 3 27 27 { 27 0.02 27 2.06 x x
dk17 2 3 8 8 { 8 0.01 8 0.10 x x
dk27 1 2 7 7 { 7 0.01 7 0.07 x x
dk512 1 3 15 15 { 15 0.01 15 0.25 x x
don�le 2 1 24 1 { 1 0.01 1 x x x
ex1 9 9 20 18 { 18 0.01 x x 18 0.14
ex3� 2 2 10 2 11% 4 2.51 x x 4 1.34
ex4 6 9 14 14 { 14 0.01 14 0.17 x x
ex5� 2 2 9 2 22% 3 0.23 4 1.00 3 0.14
ex6 5 8 8 8 { 8 0.01 8 0.10 x x
ex7� 2 2 10 3 25% 3 0.26 4 1.00 3 0.35
keyb 7 2 19 19 { 19 0.02 19 1.97 x x
kirkman 2 6 16 16 { 16 0.02 16 2.88 x x
lion 2 1 4 4 { 4 0.01 4 1.00 x x
lion9 2 1 9 4 17% 4 0.01 x x 4 0.00
mark1 5 6 15 12 74% 12 0.02 12 1.00 12 0.09
mc 3 5 4 4 { 4 0.01 4 0.03 x x
modulo12 1 1 12 1 { 1 0.01 1 x x x
opus 5 6 10 9 { 9 0.01 9 1.00 9 0.01
planet 7 9 48 48 { 48 0.11 16 15.0 x x
planet1 7 9 48 48 { 48 0.11 x x x x
pma 8 8 24 24 { 24 0.06 x x x x
s1 8 6 20 20 { 20 0.02 20 0.70 x x
s1a 8 6 20 1 { 1 0.01 x x x x
s27 4 1 6 5 { 5 0.01 x x x x
s8 4 1 5 1 { 1 0.01 1 x x x
sand 1 9 32 32 { 32 0.02 32 4.22 x x
scf 27 56 121 97 89% 97 0.99 97 998. 97 1.75
shiftreg 1 1 8 8 { 8 0.02 8 0.05 x x
sse 7 7 16 13 { 13 0.02 13 1.00 13 0.09
styr 9 10 30 30 { 30 0.04 30 4.10 x x
tav 4 4 4 4 { 4 0.01 4 0.10 x x
tbk 6 3 32 16 99% 16 1.64 16 35.0 16 4.60
tma 7 6 20 18 17% 18 0.02 x x 18 0.05
train11 2 1 11 4 47% 4 0.01 4 1.00 4 0.02
train4 2 1 4 4 { 4 0.01 4 0.05 x x
unger61-3 2 1 10 7 { 7 0.00 x x x x

unger61-2� 2 1 9 4 31% 5 0.03 x x x x
unger62-1 2 1 9 4 { 4 0.00 x x x x

yang-ex1� 2 1 9 2 { 4 5.59 5 1.00 x x
paul-ex4� 2 1 9 2 { 2 0.00 x x x x
grasselli� 3 1 8 3 { 4 0.01 x x 4 0.02

unger47-1� 2 1 8 3 31% 3 0.01 x x 3 0.02
unger62-3� 2 1 8 2 31% 3 0.08 x x x x
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